
 

 

 

 

 

For one reason or another each of the players characters know Maylie an elderly farsider who was a 

master of potion making, you visit her house in the village of Sethgrom. She tells you adventurers that 

she actually needs your help. Her friend went out to some herbs for potions and hasn’t come back. 

There is rumors of a pack of werewolves in the caves nearby and she fears the worst. She asks you to go 

looking in the forest to the north and see if he is at the camp.  She gives each of them 2 25hp potions, 

20ft of rope, and one vial of silver dust that can coat a weapon to help against werewolves. If silver dust 

is on your weapon it will do a bonus x1 melee damage to werewolves. 

 

One player will start with a lantern 

 

The characters agree and head out in the forest  

They encounter a bear picking at the remains of the camp 

Brown bear / 100hp 

A) 1-10 x3, 11-20x4  Brave -- 18 

D) 1-5 block    Speed -- 5 

+1 physical 

 

At the camp they see a basic tent with a knapsack filled with moonlight flowers, a key component to 

invisibility potions 

They see claw marks on trees near by with blood patches and a hunting simple sword laying on the 

ground 

There is a simple bag of 2 , 5 hp loaves of bread 

 

After ransacking the camp they party gets 200xp / can level up 

They can track the blood and scratching to the entrance of a cave if the enter the cave they will walk in 

the dark and come back out the same way they came in 



At the entrance of cave there is two magic crystals that are disguised as rocks , if these are destroyed 

four skeletons will spawn , two archers and , two swordsman  

 

Skeleton – 20hp  

a) 1-5 miss , 6-15 normal , 11-20 x2  Brave --3 

D) 1-5 block      Speed – 5 

 

--- group can level up to level 3 after defeating them--- 

 

They can now enter the cave  

The cave is dark and damp on the cave floor 

 

The bat room – 

A long corridor with luminescent mushrooms on the floor 

These mushrooms are vovo shrooms and when eaten make you luminescent for 30 minutes 

 

There is a large gorebat hovering the mushrooms 

 Gore Bat – 75hp 

A) 1-5 infection bite , 3 of these on a player will make them crippled, 6-10 x3, 11-20 x4 

D) 1-8 dodge 

Brave – 10 

Speed – 7 

 

In the water room you hear the sound of water dripping on the ground  and two werewolves are 

hulling dead bodies and taking stuff out of one body there is also a pile of fire wood and bones, 

there are two large pillars as if the room has slowly been carved into. There is a puddle of crystal 

clear water from a natural spring on the celling on the cave. The water is clean. 

 

 

Cave Werewolves – 150hp 



a) 1-5 infection bite x2  ( 3 of these on a player will put them into death saving),  6-15 x3, 16-20 

physical and x3 

d) 1-5 reflex 

Brave – 18 

Speed – 8 

Will regenerate 10hp each turn unless damaged with silver 

 

On the body you find a flint and steel and recognize it as the description of Charlim’s friend 

The west tunnel leads to lots of rubbles and looks as if purposefully exploded to collapse it from the 

rest of the cave. 

 

The north pass is at a slight decline and comes to two large rusty iron doors, apon investigating you 

see there are two large cogs in the wall one on each side of the doors and a push arm coming from 

the cogs holding the doors shut,  

Further speculation would assume a lever on the other side would relive the pressure and allow 

entrance  

The characters can not use bare strength however using some sort of weapon to smash the arm or 

push the gear the other way will require a strength check and failing will break the weapon 

If the party clears everything else they get another level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Upon entering the room is lined with wood, it is clear that someone took the time to carve the cave 

out into a nice room and create a wood lined room for living in. There are 5 straw beds with 5 cave 

werewolves, if the players smashed the arm to open the door it woke up these cave werewolves. 

 

There is a gate that will slam shut leading to another part of the room. In this room a cave werewolf 

with purple ruins on its fur he will tell you to leave his master alone 

------------- after defeating this werewolf the party gets a level. 

 

In his room is another straw bed and desk with a map of the area on it. In the desk are a ring of keys. 

Further in you will find a small room with multiple chests and in the center of the room is a statue of 

a farsider holding a bow, upon  

A knowledge check would see that this is Joelvar the deity of trickery.  



When you walk into the room his eyes will glow green , if for any second a player character looses 

eye contact with the statue its eyes will glow red and the statue will lift up and release a corrosive 

gas that deals 30 damage to any one in the room. The gas dissipates after 1 turn. 

 

In one chest you find 3 , 50hp potions 

2- ring of protection / giving you 10 defense 

3 – dagger of the hunter 1-2 miss, 3-10 normal, 11-20 x2 

4- spell scroll for exploding fire ball 

5- gloves of grappling, +1 physicals 

 

upon leaving the room after all the chests are empty you see the cave werewolf with the purple 

makings has left were you last saw him you then hear and explosion come from the entrance area of 

the cave 

 

When the players leave they see a fire scorched celling with rubble blocking the tunnel out, they 

must figure something out to escape. 

upon leaving the cave the party gets a level 

 

After they get out they see the werewolf who is on his knees pleeing out to Joelvar  

“ you swore you’d protect us! “  

The purple ruins glow and lift off his body forming a ghostly figure of a farsider who in a sly voice 

says well I said id help you, and I did cover your cave….. as he draws an arrow and slams it into the 

werewolves head killing him.  

 

“ as for you “ the projection says looking at the party, he shoots two arrows into neaby trees as 

purple magics pulses through them and the start to become animated. The bark tears open to fin 

two eyes and a mouth and the trees lift out of the ground  

 

Joelvar projection  -- 500hp 

A) 1-5 illution spell, 6-10 x3, 11-20 sealing shot x3 

D) 1-5 reflex 

Brave – 15 



Speed -- 6 

 

Animated tree troll – 300hp 

A) 1-10 physical x2, 11-20 root down and ingrown x3 

D) 1-5 block 

Brave – 17 

Speed – 3 

 

After defeating them the projection laughs as he explodes into ruins again and they cover the 

nearest party member making that person fight the team 

 

After they defeat him the ruins fade a way and a faint laughter is herd in the wind.  

You return to tell Charlem what happened , the next day the village has a burial for her friend and 

they thank you for clearing out the werewolves. However the rise of followers of Joelvar is 

concerning.   

 

 

  


